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“A man is not only a product of his family or closest 
friends; nor of just the man himself, but he is a result of 
all the circumstances, landscapes and environments in 
which he lives and socializes in that builds him as an 
individual.”

José Manuel Iglesias
Inaugural ceremony of the public space of Uxes
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EDITORIAL

José Manuel Iglesias
Founder of Galopín and 

President of Grupo Cetus

I discovered the importance of public spaces 
over 30 years ago in Uxes, a small village in the 
province of A Coruña, Spain. There, together 
with a group of neighbours, we altruistically 
designed and built our first public space. Over 
the years, we noticed the significant positive 
effects this public space had on the social 
development and self-esteem of the community. 
This milestone set the course of my life. 

What we discovered there in an intuitive way 
turned out to be a great methodology to jump-
start the improvement of society.  That one spark 
lit up the enthusiasm of others, my collaborators: 
all professionals with a lot of knowledge, skills, 
and an incredible gift for social sensitivity.

Understanding the ´Why?´-the reason behind 
our work-, really helped us to focus our 
knowledge and skills on our mission, and I think 
this is the key that gives value to the journey. 
We are architects, engineers, and carpenters: 
a group that reunites different professions and 
expertise to put it all at the service of pedagogy, 
in order to collaborate and improve the quality of 

life.  That which sprouted in a small and distant 
village, at a time when I was little more than 
an adolescent committed to social activism, 
today blooms on a global scale. My life is a good 
example of how our first experiences can have 
a tremendous impact on our lives later on.  All 
of us who work at Galopín are convinced of the 
idea that, by improving public spaces, we foster 
social cohesion, self-esteem, general health, 
etc., and that, because of this, we contribute to 
having a better future together. 

In this publication you will read the testimony of 
several members of the Galopín team.  Our team, 
as well as our clients, appreciate the carefulness 
and dedication with which we approach our 
day-to-day. They value the quality integrated in 
every detail and any chosen material, but above 
all, they really understand the purpose behind 
the design of each of our spaces. My greatest 
joy consists of sharing this essential passion with 
them, with knowing that in all kinds of places and 
cultures, our reasoning is understood: our Why. 
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A catalogue is usually intended to showcase 
the products that a company offers to its 
customers. However, this catalogue is different. 
Our products are our pride and joy, but to 
appreciate their value it is important to know 
what lies behind them: in other words, our Why, 
which encompasses 6 different concepts that 
mean that our parks are not only designed for 
the enjoyment of children, but also to improve 
the well-being of human beings and their 
environment. It is very important for us spread 
our knowledge, since this is the seed that makes 
our spaces different and special. For this reason, 
we have started this catalogue with a brief 
explanation of the key concepts, embedded 
in our culture and philosophy. Then, with the 
success stories, we show how these concepts 
can be applied in various environments, settings 
and different cultures, and the benefit they bring 
to a variety of target groups: not only children, 
but also city councils, shopping centres, schools, 
developers... and many others.

We then move on to the practical part, which 
identifies three typologies: Catalogue products, 
Custom and Projects.  We show the difference 
between our ranges and themes, which contain 
the various products we have in the Catalogue. 
We then finish with a brief explanation of 
Custom, items based on Catalogue products, 
but with a certain amount of personalisation; 
and Projects, exclusive and innovative spaces, 
made from scratch for the client.

Throughout this catalogue there are also stories 
and experiences about some of our most 
dearest colleagues, who work every day to 
transform our philosophy into quality play. Since 
they are the face of Galopín, we believe it is 
important to make their voices heard. Each one 
works with the same philosophy, but applies it in 
a different way in their daily activities. We are a 
diverse team, working closely together towards 
a common goal.

FOREWORD
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ABOUT US: 
We are architects and experts in social 
sciences, who use all kinds of languages and 
construction techniques, and who design 
spaces of value with a high social impact.

We transform public spaces, maximising 

their full potential, so that they contribute 

to the well-being of the community.

 
To create spaces that aspire to build a 
society that is (more) inclusive, interesting 
and fun: a society in which we can all learn 
and enjoy together.

MISSION: 

VISION: 



When I started at Galopín I realised how complex public space is. In 
this company, I have learned that the elements of play must include 
a narrative and make sense in the environments in which they 
exist. I also discovered that analysing the place and the needs of 
the citizens is crucial for providing ideas, which, in turn, is essential 
if the design is to be fully integrated into the space. This ensures 
that the users feel it belongs to them.

This whole process, which is designed on different scales, has 
meant that I had to get to know other disciplines, and I have learnt 
each step of the way. The day-to-day work means facing new 
challenges, and in order to overcome them both successes and 
mistakes are equally important. Practice forces us to be flexible, 
as each task is very different. It is necessary to always be able to 
adapt to any situation, which is why creativity is key to the creation 
of spaces. To do our job well, we must think and imagine ourselves 
as children. 

“... To do our job well, we must think 
and imagine ourselves as children.”

Noemí Basanta
Architect, 
Projects Department

Studied Architecture at A Coruña 
University and has been working at 
Galopín for 11 years.

15
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In this section, we explain the 6 key concepts of 
our philosophy and day-to-day work. 

Each concept is designed with the same 
structure: the Why shows the definition of the 
concept and the reason why it is important 
to us. In the How, we clarify the way in which 
we integrate the concept into every aspect of 
our day-to-day work. And lastly, the What, the 
result of this process: an image of a space that 
shows that this concept is tangible and that it 
has been incorporated. In this way, we not only 
demonstrate intentions, but also realities. In this 
catalogue we have condensed the essence of 
these concepts, but we have much more to say 
about them. So, if you are interested in knowing 
more, visit our website or contact us; we would 
love to tell you all about it!

WHY, 
HOW 
AND WHAT?

17
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Why?
Free and independent play, without adult 
intervention, allows for the physical, social 
and mental development of children. Free 
play teaches them, in a natural way, how to 
face challenges, work together, and learn 
about limits: essential skills for the rest of 
their lives.

How?

 What?

FREE PLAY. 
The Need For Children To Grow 

We plan the areas so that children have 
total freedom to explore and develop on 
their own. An example of this is the provision 
of rest areas for the adults outside the play 
area.

Independient children!
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 Why?
Each human being represents a different 
set of circumstances, which we understand 
thanks to the use of disciplines such as 
pedagogy: this allows us to develop a public 
space that is more educational, attractive, 
fun and focused on each target group.

 How?

 What?

We study factors such as age, their 
characteristics, their needs and their 
specific interests, and with this information 
we combine the most suitable colours, 
shapes and types of play. An example of 
this are our figurative elements in primary 
colours, suitable for younger children, or the 
abstract shapes and neutral colours we use 
for the older ones. 

New challenges!

21

PEDAGOGY.
Understanding The Science Of Education
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Why?
Biophilia shows that contact with nature 
increases people’s well-being, triggering a 
positive effect both physically and mentally, 
and releasing endorphins that bring 
happiness.

How?

What?

BIOPHILIA.
Our Sense Of Connection To Nature

We always include biophilia in our spaces; 
an example of this is the use of natural 
materials, such as wood, wherever possible.

Ecological spaces!
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The As Salgueiras Foundation is located in a spectacular natural setting 
that bears its name, and was created in order to increase the well-being 
and connection of different social groups with nature.

Children, families and disadvantaged groups are examples of those who 
visit the Foundation; there they practice activities such as animal-assisted 
therapies, free play, forest bathing or long walks, or they simply relax 
while becoming aware of their contact with nature. As Salgueiras is a 
space for socialising, universal play, cooperation, emotional development, 
environmental education, or any feeling or project that contributes to 
improving the world. 

In addition, we generate knowledge with the cooperative work between 
As Salgueiras, Galopín and various social groups. This is the result of 
long talks that take place under the shade of the surrounding trees, with, 
for example, teachers, landscapers or faculty members- allowing us to 
immerse ourselves and become active participants in social concerns, 
and thus making sure we never lose sight of them in our day-to-day work. 

With the Foundation we have internalised the importance of free play, 
pedagogy and biophilia; we constantly learn by watching children play 
in nature, which helps us to understand them better. Ultimately, all of this 
is reflected in our day-to-day work. We learn to do our job better, and to 
make an honest, competitive, safe, correctly defined and well-thought-
out design that fulfils social needs.

At the As Salgueiras Foundation we believe in Mother Nature. Therefore, 
our ranch -with all its caves, trees, animals and flowers in a spectacular 
natural environment- is the source, origin and inspiration of our work.  
As Salgueiras is the source of the concepts developed by Galopín 
Playgrounds, and therefore could be seen as our laboratory of ideas.

2525
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On a normal day at the Shipping department I prepare the 
documentation that goes with the orders. I like the work I do, it’s 
fun: in general, the tasks are very dynamic and diverse, and they 
don’t leave any time to be bored. 

I remember with nostalgia some enjoyable chats with my 
colleagues, in those years when Galopín was still a small family 
business. Now the family has grown a lot, but even though I am 
glad that the essence has not been lost.

However, what I like most about working at Galopín is seeing the 
smiles and happy faces of the children in the park, and knowing 
that I am part of that joy; the knowledge that I contributed to this 
happiness is priceless.

María del Carmen Gómez
Shipping and packaging

She has worked at Galopín for 16,5 
years. 

“... I like most about working at 
Galopín is seeing the smiles and 
happy faces of the children in the 
park...”

27
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Why?
Public space is the best place to bring a 
community together. It can encourage 
social interaction, increase the integration of 
different socio-economic groups, and guide 
society towards a common interest.

How?

What?

SOCIAL COHESION.
Improved Coexistence

Children are more direct, open and natural 
than adults, so playing together helps prevent 
prejudice and exclusion, and indirectly, it also 
encourages relationships between adults. For 
this reason, we believe that designing open, 
universal and inclusive parks promotes social 
cohesion.

Enjoy together!
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IDENTITY. 
Improving The Community’s Self-Esteem

 Why?
Local culture plays a big part in increasing 
the self-esteem of a population. Cultural 
references teach local history, traditions, 
and values, and provide a sense of pride and 
belonging.

 How?

 What?

In our designs, we represent the cultural 
values of a specific place. For example, we 
may include structures of local elements, 
such as a building or a work of art.

Historical & culturally rich spaces!

31
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 Why?
A small percentage of investment in a public 
space considerably increases the price 
of the surrounding properties. Designing 
a high-quality area is a very profitable 
financial investment.

 How?

 What?

INCREASED VALUE.
Quality Spaces Transmit Value To The Surrounding Areas

Value increasing factors are high-quality 
materials and finishes, a design consistent 
with the project site, a good execution of the 
installation and constant maintenance. An 
example of this is the increase in the price of 
land in areas where play spaces have been 
previously installed.

Revalued areas!
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Almost 20 years after Galopín started up, it is now time to take 
stock and prove that the greatest achievement in all this time is 
to have created a professional and human team that is hard to 
match. The career path of many of us has run parallel to that of the 
company:  together we have matured, learned from our mistakes 
and achieved successes, but we have always kept on working with 
humility. 

Biophilia, pedagogy and free play are some of our cornerstones, 
but it is essential to transform these ideals into a tangible product; 
to this end we have absorbed into our DNA that we must work with 
the best quality: we do not want anything that is not excellent.

Each new design, component, process or finish chosen has been 
exhaustively studied under a wide number of preconditions. 
These may be of an aesthetic, sustainable, structural, regulatory 
or functional nature. All are analysed and subsequently tested 
until the most suitable solution is found for each specific situation. 
These improvements and advances culminate in their inclusion 
in the catalogue ranges. However, the real area in which all these 
innovations are experienced and tested is undoubtedly PROJECTS, 
which in recent years has become the company’s special Formula 
1. This is where all these advances, which have resulted in an 
exponential leap in technical and creative capacities, have been 
first introduced and tested. Proof of this is the Biospace concept: 
initially created in Projects, it evolved into a customisation in a 
game called Noreto, and will soon be available on the market in the 
K-Roc range. 

For me, all this is an example of the fact that in Galopín there is a 
vocation internalised by the care in the way of working, which allows 
top level results in the design of quality spaces at a worldwide level. 

Pablo Buyo
Product Manager

He studied Industrial Engineering at 
Vigo University and has been working 
at Galopín for 14 years. 

“...we have absorbed 
into our DNA that we 
must work with the 
best quality: we do not 
want anything that is 
not excellent.”

35
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This project, which has been developed over the last three years, 
has been carried out by Galopín, Gefico (the other subsidiary of 
Cetus, dedicated to providing water treatment solutions), and three 
other companies.

Biospace was invented in response to the need to solve a problem 
that we are increasingly facing in our environment: rapidly rising 
pollution levels. Our contribution aims to go beyond creating healthy 
spaces, focused on pedagogy, biophilia and social cohesion, to a 
more pragmatic level. Apart from the addition of new parametric 
and modular design techniques, design requirements such as 
decontaminating materials, water and air purification equipment 
and temperature conditioners have been included. In short, a whole 
series of peripheral elements that provide an immersive experience 
for the 5 senses, and that make the creation of valuable spaces 
possible.

Biospace

“... design requirements such as 
decontaminating materials, water 
and air purification equipment and 
temperature conditioners have been 
included.”
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As the world of public spaces is very varied, 
and as we are present almost everywhere on 
the planet, we constantly have to adapt to each 
target group, but always without losing sight of 
our 6 key concepts. In this section we highlight 
several recent cases where we have introduced 
our key concepts into different spaces, and that 
we consider to have been successful.

Each success story contains 4 parts: in the first, 
we explain the challenge our client had to face. 
In the second part, we explain their proposal to 
meet this challenge. In the third part, we explain 
Galopín’s contribution to this solution. And in the 
last part, we explain why it was a success story, 
and how the creation of that space has been 
part of a valuable process of transformation.

SUCCESS 
STORIES
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BOGOTÁ, Improving Its Self-Esteem

41

Bogotá had to deal with many urban 
challenges: crime, insecurity, and 
lack of cohesion. Both the city council 
and the population desired a change.

For this reason, the city council 
created the “Bogotá Mejor Para 
Todos” (A Better Bogotá for Everyone) 
development plan, to recover public 
spaces and to resolve the ongoing 
problems.

Galopín made a significant 
contribution with its knowledge and 
experience in pedagogy, biophilia, 
design and planning in urban 
environments.

The development plan received 
considerable international 
recognition, and was described as 
having helped to sew up an urban 
wound.
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In many cases, property sales do not reach 
their theoretical potential. This usually 
happens because their environment is not 
attractive enough to the promoters’ target 
group.

In order to sell at a worthwhile price, the 
surroundings of the housing development 
must be perfectly equipped. The value 
of a public space must be enhanced with 
attractive proposals that captivate interest 
groups such as young families.

Our experience has shown us that 
Galopín spaces increase the value of the 
neighbourhoods in which they have been 
installed. In the case of Oman, Galopín 
designed a very entertaining and attractive 
park for the entire local population.

With only a 0.2% investment in this project 
in Oman, the value of the surrounding 
buildings increased exponentially. This 
could be seen as proof of the theory of one 
of the biggest promoters in the Middle East: 
investment in the property surroundings is 
very profitable.

OMÁN, True Potential
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Due to globalisation and digitalisation, 
local culture may end up being diluted 
or forgotten by present-day generations, 
even though it is important for maintaining 
self-esteem and personal identity. For this 
reason, many towns and cities today are 
battling against the loss of knowledge of 
their history and culture.

Vícar is one of those places with distinctive 
identity features. In this city, the council 
is actively working to ensure that this 
transfer of knowledge remains alive, and 
that the historic Vícar (in the mountains) 
and the modern Vícar (in La Puebla de 
Vícar) can coexist.

To reinvent history and culture in an 
attractive way, the Vícar town council 
approached Galopín for help. This is 
how El Parque De La Infancia was born, 
with three thematic areas, dedicated to 
Monumental Vícar, Residential Vícar and 
Vícar Greenhouses.

The space is a huge success, and was 
described as a Garden of Eden for the little 
ones. Visitors also come from outside the 
city to visit. According to the Mayor, A. 
Bonilla, the children are fortunate to have 
the best park in the entire province, thus 
accentuating the local sense of pride.

VÍCAR, The Historical Identity

45
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TOMIÑO, A Collaboration Of Skills

The work of architects and designers is very 
complex and varied. That is why they have 
training in different fields, and possess a 
multidisciplinary knowledge. Sometimes, 
however, they must work on less well-known 
subjects such as playground design.

They could take the time to inform 
themselves about this new subject matter, 
but that would imply investing in time they 
do not have available; this was the situation 
Pablo Gallego, the architect responsible for 
the Goián area (Tomiño), found himself in. 
The solution was to work with experts: this 
way he could profit from their knowledge, 
achieving efficiency in the design process.

With Galopín’s multidisciplinary and 
specialist team, we provided the wings 
they need to let their creativity fly. Our 
experience in pedagogy, playground 
design and regulation supported his ideas 
and made customisation easier.

Through this mutual cooperation we 
optimised the potential of the area, 
generating a successful space in Goián. 
Pablo Gallego commented: developing 
my ideas in Galopín was an unforgettable 
experience. I would not have dared to explore 
the limits of design without the support of this 
company.
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In many countries, both the excessive 
amount of options and e-commerce have 
jeopardised the success of shopping 
centres. People prefer to buy online rather 
than leaving their home to go shopping.

To survive, large shopping centres needed 
a concept change to something more 
universal. Therefore, the shopping centre 
Plaza Río 2 in Madrid was designed to 
become a complete, diverse and attractive 
leisure space for everyone.

Galopín contributed significantly to 
creating an area with spectacular play 
facilities, and transformed it into one of the 
most popular areas in the entire centre.

Plaza Río 2 is one of the most visited 
shopping centres in Madrid, achieving 
record figures right from the start. 
According to various sources, it has 
brought a breath of fresh air to the area 
from a commercial point of view.

PLAZA RÍO 2, Enhanced Value

49
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DUBÁI, Learning To Connect

One of the places where children generally 
come together is in schools. While this is an 
opportunity to socialise, it also represents 
a challenge, since there may be cases of 
individualism, tensions or insecurities.

To improve the ambience and avoid these 
problems, it is essential to maintain the 
cohesion of the school. One way of doing 
this is to introduce elements that encourage 
interaction, coexistence and integration in 
the common areas, such as the library, the 
dining hall and the playground.

Galopín spaces are designed, right from 
the start, to generate this cohesion and 
bring different groups of children together; 
an example is the positioning of elements in 
the area in such a way that they face each 
other, so that users can socialise with one 
another.

In many schools, playground space is 
a luxury, as is the case at the Dubai 
International School Of Research & Science: 
previously, there had not been a specific 
play area. That is why Galopín designed a 
playground, specially designed for heavy 
use, which allows all the children in the 
school to play and interact more with each 
other. Now, they have fun together every 
day.
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As Sales Director, I am proud to take our brand anywhere in the 
world and to maintain and intensify our vision, that has already 
been shaped throughout the history of Galopín.

Everyone who visits us always highlights the same thing: they 
are surprised to find a company with such a young team, yet with 
extensive experience in the sector and immense potential for 
growth. 

The relationship with our partners goes beyond the commercial, 
forging a trust and transparency that can lead to nothing but 
success. This resulted in projects in countries in which we have 
strategic interests, such as Colombia, the United Arab Emirates, 
France and the United Kingdom. We are present in 4 out of the 5 
continents: we’re only absent Antarctica, and we’re already working 
on that! 

Those who know us emphasise our beautiful, careful, and robust 
but elegant design and, above all, praise our recognisable elements 
which define the Galopín brand. We continue to work on building 
this brand every day by strengthening it, by doing things as well as 
possible, and by helping a little in the transformation of this society. 

Jaime López
Sales director

He is graduated in Business 
Administration and Management at the 
University of Santiago de Compostela 
and has been working in Galopín for 4 
years. 

“...We continue to work on 
building this brand every day by 
strengthening it, and by helping a 
little in the transformation of this 
society.”

53
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The Catalogue products contain all our classic 
play equipment elements. They are categorised by 
materials, colours and other defining characteristics, 
and are grouped into 19 different Ranges, two of which 
are new. In addition to this, we offer suggestions 
divided into topics, which are called Themes. 

Each Theme can be made up of several different 
ranges and has a common thread: examples are 
The Fire fighters, The Enchanted Forest and Verne’s 
Travels. This way, we try to feed the rich imagination 
that children naturally possess. 

CATALOGUE:
RANGES AND 
THEMES
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RANGES

57
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A seemingly chaotic design, the 

visual strength of the tube and the 

quality felt in every detail make 

CYCLOPS the centre of attention. 

The winding, curved design and the 

lack of need for complementary 

elements in the climbing areas 

give a feeling of zero gravity 

that cannot be compared with 

alternative elements in the market. 

Without forgetting the very high 

recreational capacity, since these 

structures are designed for a large 

volume of children of all ages, 

these specifications give it a very 

pronounced sculptural character.

While especially suitable for 

installation in urban spaces, it also 

blends in perfectly with natural 

spaces, given the cleanliness and 

elegance of the materials used. 

Right from the outset, CYCLOPS 

has been designed taking into 

account the need to ensure that, 

despite the monumental nature of 

its installation, it can be carried 

out using bolted joints, without 

the need for either welding or 

additional knowledge to the 

equipment and know-how required 

in a conventional installation.

Cyclops

59
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K-ROC
As one of the highlights of 2020, 

we present K-ROC, an elegant 

piece with an avant-garde design 

which can be perfectly assimilated 

into an urban environment of high 

architectural value. Its studied 

design, its geometry and the 

careful selection of materials 

give it a structural resistance far 

above other alternatives on the 

market. This fact, together with 

its sturdiness, makes this range 

particularly suitable for areas 

with a high degree of vandalism 

or heavy use. Moreover, a 

considerable part of the materials 

that this component consists of 

come from recovered or recycled 

materials, and all of them are 

completely recyclable.

By playing with its various sizes 

and perspectives, it is possible to 

achieve an optical effect that gives 

the impression that two elements 

are one single body. K-ROC is 

intended for children over 4 years 

old, that are already looking for 

new boundaries to explore. 
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From the very beginning, the range 

K-ROC has been understood to be 

a totally configurable concept in 

terms of size, colours, geometries 

and even degree of difficulty in 

climbing.

65
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I started working at Galopín in the technical office, which allowed 
me to become familiar with, among other things, the materials, 
the manufacturing and assembly procedures and the regulations. 
This is what shaped my career as a designer. Now, I am the Design 
Editor and my function is to enrich the catalogue with designs which 
are always in line with our tradition and style. We are constantly 
working to provide valuable space, maintaining timelessness in the 
design, honesty in the quality and functionality in the use.  

With pedagogy as the ruling principle, we consider factors such 
as age, environment, regulations, universality and diversity to be 
fundamental during the design process, and we are guided by these 
factors. Moreover, all our ranges are designed to be combined with 
each other, generating a variety of play areas that allow children, 
young people, adults and senior citizens to share their leisure time. 
There is no greater satisfaction for me nowadays than to see, close 
to home, the elements we have been working on, with everyone 
enjoying them. 

“... There is no greater satisfaction 
than to see, close to home, the 
elements we have been working on, 
with everyone enjoying them. ”

Silvia Rodríguez
Design Editor

Studied Industrial Design at A Coruña 
University and has been working at 
Galopín for 9 years.

67
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Comic is our first range, which was 

originally created for the youngest 

children. However, it has been so 

successful that we extended it for 

up to 14 years. With a simple and 

attractive design, Comic adapts 

effortlessly to the early stages of 

development: it reinforces their 

growth in a similar way to what 

children encounter in their daily 

lives at school, in books and with 

toys.  

For older kids, it offers structures 

with nets and fire fighter poles. 

Primary colours, wooden or 

aluminium posts and a simple 

figurative design, bring children 

closer to the shapes of animals or 

houses. In this way, they can let their 

imaginations run wild, interacting 

with each other while advancing 

their process of socialisation.

Cómic

69
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In Creative, elements such as 

water, sand or sound sharpen the 

child’s ingenuity and stimulate his 

or her inventiveness. The water 

elements invite them to enjoy 

the currents and swirls that form 

small streams and run through 

channels, spin propellers or fill 

containers. They are reminiscent of 

Creativos
the shapes of mining or mills, and 

introduce physical notions such as 

power, pressure and speed. In the 

sandboxes they can transform the 

environment: digging in the sand, 

raising mountains, building castles 

or tracing circuits to play. 

Sand stimulates the child’s sense 

of plasticity, its motor skills and, 

of course, its imagination. Besides 

that, a sandbox is always a space 

to share. In turn, the musical 

elements represent a different and 

innovative challenge in an open-

air space. Numerous notes and 

combinations, a sense of rhythm, 

percussions, noise, voice: all serve 

to make music, share, learn and 

teach other children of different 

ages and abilities. Finally, the 

interactive panels, either individual 

or within the structures, sharpen 

the intellect and remind us that it 

is possible to learn while playing.
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Cubic
Cubic offers a nod to the world 

of architecture with its carefree 

interpretation of the volumes 

and silhouettes that make up a 

building. The rationalist cubic 

forms, combined with the 

twisting of the structures and the 

accessories, provide an aspect 

of fantasy and dynamism. With 

an abstract design, its aesthetics 

are reminiscent of the artistic 

avant-garde of the 20th century, 

while at the same time referring 

to the simple and sinuous-looking 

buildings present in comic books. 

Ideal for urban environments, 

Cubic establishes a dialogue with 

the city’s skyline, infecting it with 

its harmonizing sense of rhythm.
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Demod was born as at the result 

of a design and engineering 

challenge. It proves that it is 

possible to create a system of 

playground equipment that is 

based on modules. It involved a 

challenge in simplifying shapes, in 

order to create a limited number 

of elements that would allow an 

unlimited range of combinations.

Also, it was necessary to create 

a connecting element in order 

to avoid screws. Demod is an 

example of how the highest 

degree of standardisation can be 

the basis for the highest level of 

customisation.  

This rationality allows for an 

explosion of imagination, with 

play activities that grow in 

different stages and generate 

unique spaces, characterised by 

an attention to detail, functionality 

and conceptual simplicity.

Demod
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Dinamix requires greater skills in 

order to play: it tests the children’s 

motor skills and the ability to 

overcome new challenges. It is 

a range that starts with pure 

geometric shapes such as arches, 

radii and curves, that are oversized 

to give strength to the assembly 

and firmness to the profiles.  The 

dark tones and the sober use 

of colour are presented in two 

combinations: grey and navy blue 

with a black pole, or light blue and 

orange with a navy-blue pole. 

All of this makes Dinamix integrate 

harmoniously in areas with tough 

architecture, filling environments 

with life that previously might have 

been unattractive.

Dinamix
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Fruit
Fruit represents a tribute to nature: 

an attempt to remember, through 

play, the importance of biophilia. In 

this range, children are immersed 

in a vibrant, lively and active 

landscape: Fruit invites them to 

play, to explore and to share. 

With its recreation of methacrylate 

domes (evoking the transparency 

of water) and with branches 

and leaves, the range brings the 

language of the natural world to 

the world of play. 

Its shapes go beyond the rationality 

that is enforced by the drawing 

board, as the asymmetrical and 

unregulated characteristics 

of organic growth cannot be 

captured by the rules of traditional 

geometry. 
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Fusión
Fusión is the most eclectic of all 

our ranges, as it was created with 

the aim to satisfy children of all 

ages. We transformed a perfect 

geometry of triangles, circles 

and squares -similar to that of 

construction games- into an 

imperfect and abstract collection.  

Fusion therefore demands a 

greater degree of attention, and 

is different from what children are 

usually accustomed to. 

The colours open up to a more 

elaborate palette, which is 

attractive to all ages. Besides 

that, it blends elegantly into 

any urban environment. The 

known elements become more 

complex with climbing walls, 

bridges and nets. Caught between 

mechanical engineered elements 

and the typical components of an 

adventure story, Fusión becomes a 

reinforcement of self-esteem and 

the spirit of reaffirmation.
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The Kids City range incorporates 

elements based on architectural and 

urban shapes, from houses, stations, 

town halls and churches to squares, 

streets or crossroads with traffic lights. 

They are used to create a city that is 

tailor-made for children, helping them 

to become aware of reality while 

playing with objects. 

This environment is suitable for 

introducing them to the notions 

of education and road safety, with 

play as the starting point. These 

´huggable´ pieces are reminiscent of 

the world of farms and natural parks, 

and are sometimes designed to 

serve as climbing elements for older 

children. Either way, they all serve to 

socialise. 

Kids City
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Linda Uittenbogaard

Sustainable Business and Innovation 
student at Utrecht University, has 
been working in the Galopín Sales 
Department for 5 months. 

Compared to my colleagues, I have been working in this company 
for a very short time. However, I have already noticed the difference 
between this company and many others I know. At Galopín, the 
ultimate goal is not so much to make money or be the most 
powerful in the market, but more to improve the world and increase 
people’s well-being; it was this philosophy that made me choose 
this company to work for in the first place. And it’s not that Galopín 
was the most practical option for me: I am Dutch, and in order to 
work here I had to move to another country, which meant changing 
my life completely. Yet, in spite of everything, it is worth it. At this 
time, there is no better place to learn these core values that I believe 
every organisation should have.

My friends ask me why I moved to another country to work in a 
playground company. When I explain to them how our spaces have 
a tremendous impact on so many people in a large part of the 
world, they always say they want to come and work here with me!

“... the ultimate goal is not so much to 
make money or be the most powerful 
in the market, but more to improve 
the world and increase people’s well-
being.”
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Minimalist is proof that simplicity 

does not have to be at odds with 

functionality; that it is possible 

to offer maximum playability by 

combining just a few elements. 

Minimalist
With a harmonious design, but with 

re-interpreted shapes, the play 

elements allow great versatility in 

their use. 

The colour palette also acts as 

an intuitive chromatic guide that 

serves as orientation: we climb up 

or down through grey elements, 

and we combine blue platforms 

that remind us of the sea with green 

components that resemble bushes: 

because where space threatens to 

limit play, the best solution is to turn 

structure into content.
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We at Galopín have a special 

appreciation for wood, and this is 

why Natura was created. 

On its first trip to the countryside, 

the child grabs a stick and turns it 

into a horse or sword. In addition to 

stimulating the imagination, wood 

is a living element that connects 

us with nature and encourages 

biophilia. Conforming to the 

Natura
concepts of circular economy, 

wood can be recycled indefinitely, 

reduces greenhouse gases and 

requires little energy to process. It 

ages gracefully with very little care 

and retains its sturdiness over the 

years. 

This range has three variants: in 

the classic Natura, with treated 

posts that accentuate the straight 

profiles and a constructive nature. 

In Robinia, with typical curves 

that enhance the characteristics 

of the eponymous sustainable 

wood, which transport us to 

worlds of adventure and fantasy. 

Finally, Ecopark represents the 

optimal integration between 

play elements and their natural 

surroundings: an example is the 

use of trees as protagonists of 

play. Also, with the incorporation 

of artificial, highly realistic and 

natural-looking rocks we offer a 

climbing element that recreates 

a real and natural appearance, 

all while strictly complying to the 

security standards. This element 

can be combined endlessly with 

other components of the Ecopark 

range, generating innumerable 

possibilities. 
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This is a range that seeks to imitate 

nature´s efficiency in the use of 

resources. Its structures consist of 

robust poles of laminated wood 

that support panels which conform 

to various life cycle analyses and 

prevent degradation due to either 

climate conditions or vandalism, 

which reduces maintenance to a 

minimum. 

This range is available in two varieties: 

firstly, with colours that represent a 

forest in the fall (green and orange), 

and, secondly, a new variety with a 

wood finish and more neutral colours, 

combined with a slide and a seesaw. 

In both cases, this range intends to 

differentiate itself from the type of 

stridency and colour-saturation that 

could fail to fit in with its environment. 

The transparency of its structures 

permits its integration in any type of 

surroundings; particularly in natural 

settings. 

Nice
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Prometeo
With Prometeo, it is difficult to 

decide whether we are talking 

about play equipment elevated to 

the category of art, or a work of 

art that can be used to be played 

on. This range represents our most 

radical offering, an interpretation 

of the essence of play, which proves 

the legitimacy of the premise 

that less is more. Before going to 

the drawing board, we close our 

eyes and think about how little we 

need in order to play: a simple line 

converts us into tightrope walkers, 

and a signpost encourages us to 

spin faster than the world. Posts, 

straps, and other simple elements 

end up making up a range inspired 

by the rigging of sail boats. 

This degree of simplicity 

of Prometeo encourages 

intergenerational contact: children 

and adults of all ages approach 

to discover certain elements that 

differ from the typical forms of 

other playgrounds: after the initial 

surprise comes the spontaneous 

cooperation to discover how they 

are used. Due to their atypical 

appearance, elements such as 

the A30 have been mentioned 

in contemporary design guides, 

and its mock-up has been part 

of exhibitions such as the MARCO 

museum in Vigo. 
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What would happen if we asked 

an engineer to translate the shape 

of an igloo and a circus tent into 

geometric language? Or if he had 

to make the ephemeral cobwebs 

of a well-known superhero into 

something permanent? When we 

combine imagination, engineering 

and geometry, the result is Nets. 

Innumerable hours of structural 

calculations, stress simulations 

and profile designs go unnoticed 

by the children, who are only 

amazed by the presence of a 

dreamlike architecture and three-

dimensional labyrinths with 

infinite entrances and exits. These 

modules were designed to climb, 

play and constantly overcome 

challenges, with rounded shapes 

that blend in with any landscape 

and instantly become a landmark 

in the surroundings. This range 

exerts a powerful attraction: it 

invites you to play over and over 

again, by broadcasting -like huge 

beacons- a call for fun.

Redes
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José Antonio Carro
Head of maintenance

He has worked at Galopín for 15 years. 

I started in Galopín when we were just a small family working 
together. Together we have grown, but this family-like ambience is 
still there. My job is to carry out maintenance, and I also serve as a 
backup for other factory departments. I suppose I will retire soon, 
but at Galopín I will always feel at home, and I believe I will belong 
to this group for the rest of my life. I have many good memories, 
but for me one of the best was the installation of a Project called 
El Avión (The Plane), which is now in the Espacio Torrelodones 
Shopping Centre (Madrid).  

I worked on it side by side with my son, who as well is part of our 
team. It was really interesting setting up that play item in such a big 
shopping centre and we were really excited about it, because it was 
something different that you didn’t see anywhere else.  At Galopín, 
we love to challenge ourselves:  we love to do difficult things and 
look after every detail while doing them. Yet, the idea that we create 
iconic elements, that are believed to be a benchmarks in public 
spaces, is not the most thrilling part for us. The most important 
is that the children love them: their excited smiles are always the 
greatest reward. 
.

“I will retire soon, but at Galopín I will 
always feel at home, and I believe I 
will belong to this group for the rest 
of my life...”
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With Accessories, we have grouped 

together all those complementary 

items that are indispensable. 

Swings, roundabouts, spirals, 

slides: elements without which 

no play space can be considered 

complete. Accessories has enough 

diverse elements to be combined 

in a balanced way with all types of 

environments and with any of our 

ranges. 

In some cases, they reinforce 

the thematic character of a park 

thanks to their themed façades; 

in others, they act as a transition 

element between play areas with 

different characteristics. Due to 

their variety and size, they are 

the perfect solution for enhancing 

small spaces or areas that do 

not allow larger elements to be 

installed.

Accesories
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Parks and leisure areas cannot 

be considered complete without 

Furniture. We have created this 

range out of a desire to bring a 

sense of well-being and comfort 

to public spaces. These include 

items such as signposts, litter bins, 

information panels, enclosures and 

Furniture
many more components, which 

can easily be incorporated into 

the environment as well as into the 

other ranges. We look for simple 

designs that guide and inform in a 

clear way in order to always have 

the necessary information about 

the services at hand. 

We also take special care of the 

tables and seating elements: a 

well-designed seat offers rest 

and refreshment, dialogue, 

conversation and conviviality. 

As parks are not only the natural 

territory of children but also of 

adults and the elderly, we carefully 

consider the curve of the backrests 

and the angles of the seats with 

the same attention that we design 

the rest of the ranges. 
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Sports & Health was created to 

encourage the practice of physical 

exercise regardless of age or degree 

of fitness. Based on these factors, we 

have designed five types of elements. 

Firstly, Calistenia, with the highest 

impact level, seeks to develop agility, 

strength and flexibility with exercises 

based on the movement of one’s 

body weight on horizontal bars or 

abdominal benches. 

Secondly, Healthy and Urban 

provides the basic needs for body 

maintenance. These are elements 

that focus on joints for older people 

and offer simple and gentle exercises 

that, when done regularly, improve 

their vitality. The third one, Senior, 

is designed to promote moderate 

aerobic exercise for Senior citizens. 

The fourth type, bicycle circuits, is 

for all ages and complements the 

exercise of those who go out for bike 

rides or mountain treks. 

Sport And
Health

And last but not least, we haven’t 

left out the multi-sport venues 

to practice team games. In short, 

Sports and Health is designed to be 

combined with the various ranges 

of children’s play areas, to design 

areas that facilitate family leisure 

and intergenerational coexistence.
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In recent years there has been a 

growing need for enclosed areas 

where pet owners can enjoy a 

moment of leisure with their pets. 

Canes responds to this new lifestyle 

that seeks to guarantee adequate 

exercise modules for the animals, 

with a park design that responds 

to the demands of the owners 

and their companions. We offer a 

basic guide to create these spaces, 

with a fenced area, entrance with 

double doors, water fountains, and 

benches for the owners. 

Recreation with animals is a source 

of well-being, and these types of 

spaces encourage civic tolerance: 

whether animals or humans, we 

can all share public spaces based 

on respect and safety.

Canes
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THEMES
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Firefighters are people with a spirit 

of sacrifice and a great sense of 

teamwork. They dedicate their 

lives to saving others by putting 

themselves at risk, in the spirit of 

sacrifice and altruism. That is why 

they are highly valued by everyone, 

and especially by children; they 

are a genuine icon for them, and 

are seen as true heroes.

This theme is inspired by their 

dedication, to bring their work 

closer to the younger generation. 

For these spaces, we design 

elements of common use, such 

as the seaplane, the fire tower 

or the helmet, and we turn them 

into fun activities with a variety 

of accessories to stimulate the 

children both physically and 

cognitively: this way they have the 

possibility to recreate role plays.

Firefighters
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The Wooden Cottages range 

evolved from the ideal image of 

a cabin in the forest; we associate 

this basic form with adventure, 

shelter or a fireplace. Inside them 

the witch threatens, the granny 

waits, and bears, dwarves or pigs 

are hidden. The cabin, omnipresent 

in children’s literature, creates a 

narrative space that invites us 

to imagine stories in which the 

children become the leading 

characters.

Looking at the stars, listening 

to birds or crickets singing, and 

the drops of rain falling while we 

are hiding in our shelter are all 

experiences that connect us with 

our surroundings: in this theme, we 

offer complete spaces based on 

the romanticism of these cottages, 

as we all dream of living in the wild.

Wooden 
Cottages
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City
The City theme creates play 

elements using images such as 

skyscrapers, cars, traffic lights 

and many more components 

that represent urban space. The 

largest part of our population 

currently is concentrated in the 

cities: these are therefore one of 

the most common landscapes in 

our environment, and children 

also live in these areas. City 

makes young children familiar with 

everyday shapes, learning the first 

principles of education and road 

safety. This theme allows a small 

city to be created, tailor-made for 

exploration and education and full 

of different play accessories. 
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The Enchanted Forest is a theme 

based on stories such as Alice in 

Wonderland. This theme takes us 

to imaginary worlds where objects 

are distorted, creating impossible 

perspectives or everyday objects 

of enormous proportions alongside 

diverse and surprising characters. 

A large number of houses with 

different combinations seem to 

emerge from a village where 

witches and wizards live who make 

potions inside. The Enchanted 

Forest suggests a mysterious 

place, full of goblins and magical 

characters, very much in the style 

of traditional and contemporary 

children’s and young adults’ 

literature.

The Enchanted 

Forest
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Space was conceived to create a 

true micro galaxy. In this play area, 

the child can feel like an astronaut 

while travelling through the 

universe; we recreated planetary 

landscapes with activities based 

on the moon or the solar system, 

the planets, stars, spaceships, and 

everything related to knowledge 

and the conquest of the cosmos. 

Besides that, we also designed 

elements that relate to extra-

terrestrials or the history of the 

conquest of space by man. With 

all this inspiration, children can 

discover astronomy in a fun and 

entertaining way, while exploring 

their scientific potential.

Space
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The World of Ulysses is a tribute to 

the sea, as this is an amazing and 

diverse world in which there are 

many secrets to be discovered. We 

need the sea in order to survive 

as human beings, and that is why 

it is important to understand this 

blue mystery. However, as we are 

terrestrial beings, we have limited 

opportunities to understand all 

of its diversity. That’s why it’s 

essential for us to get close to this 

great unknown in other ways, for 

example through play.

This theme recreates the marine 

environment, with boats, animals, 

islets and imaginary characters 

such as pirates and fishermen. 

This is how we make children both 

dream and learn from the secrets 

of the depths at the same time.

The World of 
Ulysses
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Daniel Carvajal
Architect, 
Projects Department

Studied Architecture at A Coruña 
University and has been working at 
Galopín for 2 years. 

When I arrived at Galopín it was a surprise to discover that I could 
use one of my great passions, drawing and illustration, as a tool 
to work on ideas and new projects. As is often said, drawing is a 
universal language that everyone can understand, and this often 
improves the dialogue with customers.

Our objective is to plan valuable spaces, or, in other words, quality 
spaces not only for children but for all citizens: we understand the 
importance of these places and their capacity to transform the 
environment in which they are placed. In addition to our day-to-
day work making computer graphics and plans, we also collaborate 
with the university to learn how to make our spaces healthier, 
introducing the biophilic design patterns that help us to take 
advantage of the benefits of nature in our spaces.

But the most important thing is that with our projects we seek to 
give prominence to children’s playgrounds in areas accessible to 
the public, giving children back the place they deserve.

“... we understand the importance 
of these places and their capacity 
to transform the environment in 
which they are placed...”
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The Village is a scenic space in 

itself, a world designed for children 

to convey the peculiarities of rural 

life. The countryside is a very 

important landscape for their 

development, connecting them 

with nature and the animal world.  

Typical elements of the countryside 

are represented in this theme: from 

little huts to working tools, means 

of transport, and animals. 

In The Village children can become 

farmers, shepherds, bakers or 

gardeners, while discovering new 

hobbies that make them discover 

their love for the environment. 

The Village
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The Jungle is a place with 

abundant vegetation and varied 

fauna typical of some areas of 

Asia, Africa and America. It is the 

perfect environment to experience 

authentic adventures, to feel 

like an explorer or a member of 

an indigenous tribe. This theme 

involves play based on large 

shoots and vines in which the law 

of the strongest always prevails, 

with different degrees of difficulty 

of climbing and moving around, 

animals that are typical for this 

botanical environment, and unique 

decorative details such as the 

droplets, which slide down the 

leaves, representing humidity. 

The Jungle
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The Woodland 

Cabins

The Woodland Cabins stem from 

the idea that a little house up in 

the trees is fascinating and that it 

is part of a child’s imagination. It 

is like returning to a dwelling like 

those that existed at the beginning 

of humanity, with a traditional 

construction based on the 

elements found in nature, such as 

trunks and leaves. Thoreau already 

tried to describe this in the 19th 

century in his book called Walden: 

life among nature is the true life of 

the free man.

With this theme children can 

immerse themselves in the 

experiences of their ancestors, 

while unconsciously establishing a 

connection with the environment.
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Travelling has always been part 

of being human. We all have a 

tendency to want to change our 

surroundings and to get to know 

new places. However, some of 

us are more adventurous than 

others. These kinds of daring 

people are known as Globetrotters: 

they travel to different places, 

and experience new cultures and 

different ways of thinking and 

acting.  In ancient times they 

travelled on foot, but nowadays we 

have more possibilities to get to 

know other worlds: in a short time 

we have invented various means 

of transport, like ships, cars, and 

aeroplanes. 

This theme invites children to enjoy 

adventures all over the world, using 

these components of transport. 

In this way they can imagine 

themselves as true globetrotters, 

while learning the lessons of a 

nomadic life. 

Globetrotters
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The Wild West has always been a 

very romantic theme. That’s why 

it is so popular in classic cinema, 

literature and folk tales. It has 

always been represented as a time 

of conflict and danger where the 

law had no place. Maybe this is the 

reason why, since childhood, we 

dreamed of becoming cowboys or 

Indians. 

This theme makes it real: it creates 

an enveloping environment in 

which children can feel like Lucky 

Luke, Jesse James or form part of 

a real indigenous tribe.

The Wild 
West
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The Medieval Fortress refers to 

a dark period of which myths, 

legends and stories of knights, 

kings, wars, castles and fortified 

cities descend. The feudal system, 

the Crusades and the emerging 

bourgeoisie are also typical of this 

period.

Toads and princesses, winged 

horses, mythological dragons 

and black knights fill the fantastic 

minds of children, who find a space 

to turn these stories into reality in 

The Medieval Fortress. Here they 

can recreate fairy tales or invent 

new legends.

Medieval
Fortress
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Verne’s Travels is a tribute to the 

respect that we have for this writer, 

who generated his own world of 

adventure and science-fiction in 

his books. He influenced not only 

the minds of readers of all ages, 

but also the universal culture and 

science.

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under 

the Sea, Journey to the Centre of 

the Earth and Around the World 

in 80 Days are the books that 

inspired this theme, through which 

we want to introduce children to 

wonderful, fantastic and surreal 

places, in stories full of mystery 

in exhilarating environments. The 

play in this theme includes games 

associated with the sea and the 

marine environment, ghost ships, 

wrecks and animals of the deep, 

all created to transport us into the 

incredible mind of this wonderful 

writer.

Verne’s 
Travels
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José Conde
Project Manager

He studied Architecture at  Universidad 
Ramón Llul de Barcelona and started 
at Galopín 2,5 years ago. 

My work at Galopín Playgrounds involves project management. 
The complete vision I have of the entire process is what’s really 
interesting, as it allows me to see the first ideas transforming into 
really incredible play elements. The number of professionals from 
different fields involved (like architects, engineers, designers), along 
with the many and varied external collaborators, both national 
and international, make working on each of these projects a truly 
enriching experience, both professionally and personally.

Communication with the client and the team is very important 
when designing valuable spaces with standard elements, but in 
the case of Projects it is essential. From the first sketches to the 
development of the parts, from the plans to the manufacturing, it 
is essential to work in harmony. This represents a distinctive and 
advantageous feature compared to our competitors since the 
proximity of our design and manufacturing departments allows us 
to adjust the parameters to the maximum. 

In addition to all this, personally, I also find it exciting to see how 
the knowledge of so many people working together is combined to 
enhance the quality of life of the park’s users and their environment.

“From the first sketches to the 
development of the parts, from the 
plans to the manufacturing, it is 
essential to work in harmony. ”
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In addition to all the products included in our 
Catalogue which can be endlessly combined, 
there are cases where the client seeks a little more 
customisation, making the elements more their own:  
for this reason, Custom was created. In Custom, we 
take the catalogue items as a starting point, but then 
adapt them to the customer’s wishes. For example, 
we change the colours of the play items, or we add 
a specific logo or brand. Contact us to learn more 
about the possibilities of customisation, and we will 
put together a proposal tailored to your requirements.

CUSTOM 
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The Musician
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This is an example of one of our personalized 
spaces. We design tailor-made spaces, customized 
and original, of high quality, with our catalogue 
references as a basis. Contact us for a personalized 
offer for your project.

145
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If you are looking for a different, spectacular and 
exclusive space like you have never seen before, 
you will be very interested in Projects. Projects are 
innovative play spaces in which we give free rein 
to our creativity by exploring new constructive and 
spatial possibilities. 

In Projects, we work with the client from the very 
first moment, allowing our imagination to soar and 
pushing the limits of our joint capabilities. We follow 
a process in which we search for the needs of the 
environment where the project will take place, and 
in which we define the concept that we want to 
transmit. The specific Project cases may be very 
different, but we always try to offer the same service: 
exclusive projects that are perfectly integrated into 
the environment and that allow children to develop 
their creativity. The result is a play space that 
becomes truly iconic and where unique experiences 
can be enjoyed. 

PROJECTS
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Why sho

FOLLOW US

https://www.facebook.com/galopinplaygrounds
https://www.linkedin.com/company/galop-n-parques-s.l/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.youtube.com/user/comunicaciongalopin
http://salgueiras.org/
https://www.instagram.com/galopinplay/

